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SAN MARCOS — After months of wrangling, San Marcos has new restrictions on cell towers — limiting them to three per 10-acre-or-

larger plot, but allowing them as close as 100 feet from property lines in some spots.

The ordinance passed with a 4-1 City Council vote Tuesday — despite concerns from wireless providers who said it was too restrictive

and homeowners who said it would still allow big towers near their homes.

“I don’t know that this ordinance is perfect, but I do think it does strike a balance” between aesthetics and technology needs, Mayor Jim
Desmond said.

Councilman Chris Orlando cast the sole dissenting vote.

“I just don’t think we have gotten it right,” Orlando said.

Before the vote, AT&T attorney John Osborne told the council that the ordinance could interfere with attempts to fill gaps in coverage
networks.

“Who’s going to stand up for the 85,000 people in the city?” Osborne asked the council. “On average, almost every person in the city has

a cell phone or tablet computer.”

The newly crafted rules follow months of back and forth, which started after a group of San Elijo residents complained about a planned

second cell tower on agriculturally zoned property that abuts their subdivision.

San Elijo homeowner John Signorino said the new rules miss the point of their concerns: cell towers can still be as close as 100 feet from
their property lines.

“This ordinance is way too weak,” Signorino told the council.

With the new rules, a tower could be built 100 feet from the property line in agricultural zones like the site that led to the San Elijo uproar.
Residents there had lobbied to get the towers much farther away. The 100-foot distance in the same set-back for barns and other tall

structures in agricultural zones.
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Under the new ordinance:

· The number of towers on a property is limited to no more than three on any site larger than 10 acres. The towers can be clustered
together.

· The city will have “preferred” and “discouraged” cell towers sites. Residential and agricultural sites are discouraged.

· New towers in residential or agricultural zones would have to get special approval, and the onus would be on wireless providers to prove
why big towers are necessary.

San Marcos will also encourage cellphone companies to use groups of smaller antenna tacked on to utility poles or street lights, rather
than big towers.

The Council’s decision comes a month after the Planning Commission gave the rule changes a unanimous thumbs up.

During the months-long battle, some residence cited health concerns when fighting to get the towers farther from homes. But while federal
rules give cities some discretion over aesthetics, cities have been prohibited from using health reasons as the basis for the location of
cell towers since 1996.
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